Enabling Mobile
Workers
with Zoom Phone

Spectralink’s native voice interoperability with Zoom Phone enables a
simple and reliable end-to-end mobile enterprise cloud solution by providing
quality voice and constant communication for your mobile workforce.

As organizations make the transition to cloud-based Unified Communication systems, Spectralink empowers
enterprises to extend platforms like Zoom Phone to equip mobile workers for streamlined team collaboration, secure
connectivity, and continuous communications. With large scale and highly redundant solutions for DECT, and native
voice integration for Versity enterprise-grade smartphones and 84 Series feature phones, we provide a dynamic
range of products to meet your communications needs. Spectralink enterprise-grade devices, together with the
Zoom Phone platform, provide unmatched voice quality to ensure clear and reliable communication for all mobile
workers in voice-critical environments.
Spectralink makes mobility work for your enterprise by enabling mobile workers to cconnect and communicate
with crystal clear voice communication. With Zoom Phone on purpose-built Spectralink devices, mobile workers are
provided with access to the same communication and collaboration tools as office and remote workers securely
uniting voice, data, and people for more efficient collaboration across the entire organization. Spectralink also offers
AMIE® (Advanced Mobile Intelligence for Enterprise) for centralized, cloud-based fleet management to complete your
mobile solution.
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Spectralink’s Mobile Solutions Certified with Zoom Phone
Spectralink Versity 92 and Versity 95/96 Wi-Fi
Enterprise-grade Smartphones
Spectralink’s Versity Family of Wi-Fi enterprise-grade smartphones are Zoom Phone certified
and provide mobile workers with constant access to data and voice for uninterrupted
communication. For high-quality voice calls, Zoom Phone integrates with the Versity native
SIP dialer application. Versity Smartphones are also compatible with the Zoom Android
application for additional communication channels including, video, meetings, and chat.
Spectralink’s newest durable smartphone, the Versity 92, is an ideal solution for your retail
associates and non-clinical team members in healthcare environments. The more powerful
Versity 95/96 smartphone continues to be the solution of choice for healthcare clinicians
and store operation team leads with more data-intensive workflows.

Spectralink 84 Series Feature Phone
The 84 Series is a durable and reliable feature phone with physical buttons and a simple
menu interface that provides a dependable user experience in all environments. Zoom Phone
integrates directly with the 84 Series SIP dialer providing a crystal-clear and reliable voice
experience on the move. Designed for deskless workers across many industries including
healthcare, retail, and manufacturing, the 84 Series unites the most critical elements of
workplace communications within a single mobile device.

Spectralink Virtual/200/400/6500 IP-DECT Servers and
7000 Series DECT Handsets
The Spectralink DECT portfolio is a flexible and scalable solution that offers cost-effective
and secure communication to mobile workers. The Zoom Phone certification validates the
calling functionality of Spectralink DECT Virtual/200/400/6500 Servers and handsets with
Zoom Phone for dependable communication across your enterprise. The entire DECT 7000
Series handsets portfolio is Zoom Phone Certified, so that you can choose the right handset
for your employees based on their specific requirements and needs. Spectralink DECT
handsets place unmatched voice quality into the hands of frontline workers for uninterrupted
communications in manufacturing, retail, hospitality, and elderly care environments.

For more information about how to integrate your Spectralink solution with Zoom Phone, visit our website.

About Spectralink
As an award winner in mobile technology, Spectralink has been transforming the
way our customers work and communicate for 30 years. Through our determination
to do extraordinary things, we enable mobile workforces and empower our
customers and partners to explore what’s next, what’s possible. With our enterprise
grade, best-in-class mobile solutions, we are with our customers wherever they
work, however they need us. Our people, commitment to innovation and our passion
are our foundation for success.
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